
Calming down a dis-regulated child

What do we mean by this?
We have all been there, our child is upset or angry and they have no
idea of how to deal with those big emotions, the often don’t have the
vocabulary to tell you how they are feeling and it all comes out as
crying, screaming or even physical behaviour. By teaching your child a

few techniques to use when they are feeling that way it can help
reduce the upset and calm the situation a lot quicker. These are best
learnt while the child is calm and relaxed and you can let them know
we all use some techniques and once we learn them we can use them

when we are upset or angry.

What do you do yourself to calm down? Do you practice
mindfulness? do you take big breaths?

There are Lots of personal experiences of ways to calm down. It is
important that before teaching children any mindfulness techniques
that you do try them yourself. What works for you? How do you

achieve that state of mindfulness or full relaxation?

relaxation exercises you can try with children

Bubble breathing – imagine they are blowing bubbles, slowly and
steadily.
Square breathing, imagine a square and draw it in the air with your
finger, breath in as you go along one line and out as you go down
the next line and so on
lazy eight breathing. similar to the square breathing but drawing the
number eight in the air with your finger
I also like ‘3 things you can hear’. Sitting quietly, listening for 3
different sounds. Sometimes walking outside to do this and just
‘listening’ – gives the children that quiet time.
Grounding activity – something you can see, smell, hear, touch and
taste.
any sensory activity such as play dough with some calming smells,
or sticking cloves into an orange – anything that fills your mind
with that smell and is a mindless task – no thinking just doing.
A bottle filled with water and glitter. shake the bottle and breathe
while watching the glitter settle.
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